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About the village of startups…

Welcome to the Retail Summit 2018 !

For this seminar’s new format, Echangeur has selected
for you 12 Startups providing innovative solutions on 3 
major aspects of the customer’s relationship : 

1 A new way of consumption without commuting

2   A personalized customer path based on the          

purchasing habits

3   On the GO payment, where simple transaction 

outperformed

Hopefully, the Retail Summit 2018 will bring you valuable 

ideas and insights to bring back with you and share 

across your business.

The Team of Echangeur

ABOUT ECHANGEUR…

A technological and marketing

center that analyses the latest

trends in retail and anticipates

their impacts on commerce. Its

experts help you build a best

in class vision thanks to an

immersive and innovative

approach in customer

relationship.



1 A new way of consumption without commuting

[ The Brief ]

Over the last few years, home is

being described as the store of

tomorrow.

Better at home than in a fitting

line, the consumer is able to

visualize, by augmented and

virtual reality, the products

directly on his smartphone. Also

thanks to targeted advertising,

the consumer receive an

adapted message on his

smartphone.

Launch media 

campaign

See how 

furniture fits in 

before buying

Walk in a virtual

store
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Turn your table 

into a tactile 

surface



Admo.tv is an analytic platform that helps over 300 top tiers brands (Accor

Hotels, Meetic, Showroomprive.com, BNP Paribas, Fnac, ...) across 15

countries to analyze and amplify the impact of their TV ads on their website

and mobile apps. Today, Admo.tv is one of the fastest growing TV tech

companies in Europe.

Its proprietary and patented technology of recognition in real-time, coupled

with algorithms that allow a dynamic measurement of visits and

conversions, enables Admo.tv to provide the finest analysis of media

investments.

Target the TV viewers that have the biggest interest for your brand
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« 73% of TV viewers use an other device while watching TV.

This multitasking in front of TV has created a new

phenomenon: Drive-to-Web. In other words, TV spots always

lead to online traffic peak, because TV viewers are looking for

more information. This data is a new opportunity for

advertisers because it can be tracked and analysed ! »

TV analytics Media planning Machine learning
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Admo.tv – 22 rue de Palestro, 75002, France

Admo.tv

Baptiste Brunin

CEO

baptiste@admo.tv

+33 6 16 30 04 97

THE ANSWER 

Ease

REFERENCES
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JYC is a development and production studio specializing in

augmented reality, virtual reality and 360 video experiences.

Using immersive experiences actionable solutions to improve the

client itinerary in real or virtual stores. Thanks to our combined

experience in immersive technologies, our knowledge of the AR/VR

market and the corporate/media sectors, we provide our clients with

the best solutions.

Create engaging immersive experiences with JYC
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« Brands are now using VR and AR technologies to

interact with their clients, using innovation to improve the

client itinerary in real and virtual stores, and raise brand

awareness. But many brands do not know where to start

and which technology would work best for their consumers

and use cases»

Augmented Reality Virtual Reality 360 Video
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JYC – Los Angeles, CA, USA, with a presence in London 

and Paris - www.jyc.io

Jean Yves Chainon

CEO

jy@jyc.io 

+1 808 724 6037

THE ANSWER REFERENCES
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Turn your store into Virtual Reality

6

« Invite your customers to remotely visit your points of sale. 

Inspire and enrich their shopping experience thanks to our

Augmented & Virtual Reality DIY solutions. Create your own

new digital sales and promotional territories to bridge the virtual

and physical worlds. »

Achievement In store experience V-Commerce
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French Office: 62 rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 75001, FR

www.istaging.com

Fabien Bernard

Business Development Manager Europe

fabien@istaging.co

+33 6 21 27 90 37

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES

iStaging provides two key AR & VR solutions merged into one unique

and smart V-commerce ecosystem:

VR capture solution that enables any store owner with a smartphone

to digitize a physical store in VR and share it in minutes.

AR enables retailers to convert their products into AR-

enabled digital entities and empowers customers to interact with products

in their own private spaces.
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Turn your table into a tactile surface

7

Lampix transforms any surface into a smart surface: They 

make augmented reality without glasses by focusing on fixed 

horizontal surfaces. 

Achievement Interactive Furniture Disruptive experience
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Lampix - 1412 Broadway 21st Floor New York, NY 10018

lampix.com

Florin Mihoc

Advisor, Strategic Partnerships

fm@lampix.co

1-347-419-3905

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES

Lampix is using a visible spectrum camera and the latest advances

in computer vision. Lampix device transforms any surface into a smart

surface. This allows them to detect human fingers but also objects and

movement with very simple hardware. By using a projector they also

create augmented reality without glasses.
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[ The Brief ]

Amazon customers in Portugal are a digitally

engaged population: they are more connected and

accustomed to online purchases than the Portuguese.

Full of projects, they are planning to make multiple

purchases to improve their living place

Is the consumer ready ?
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Situation Financial situation Web consumption habits

The Amazon’s customers are single

or in couple. 41% have at least 1

child (vs. 32%) and 34% live in the

Grande Lisboa (vs. 27%).

With a higher income per UC

(1145€ vs. 976€), they feel more

belonging to the Middle Class (50%

vs. 37%). They are 15% to save on it
(vs 11%).

Big online buyers, at least once a

month (72% vs. 45%) characterized

by a higher proportion of purchases

for tourism (62% vs. 38%), and

electronical goods (64% vs. 30%).

Life events and projects Financial products Mobile uses

86% of this group have projects for

the next two years (vs. 74%). 28%

want to purchase a new car (vs 19%)

and 32% a new electronic

equipment (vs. 21%).

They are bigger consumer credit

customers, especially of revolving

(22% vs. 15%) and consolidated loans

(14% vs. 9%), they consider using it

for their projects (57% vs.. 33%).

95% have a smartphone (vs 84%),

and they are used to using a tablet

(71% vs. 54%) .

Amazon Customers
.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

Profile & Lifestyle
• Active couples living in Lisboa’s district.

• They frequently buy on Internet in many websites: food, 

fashion, tourism / culture, electronics,...

• They are looking for new experiences and want to go beyond 

their limits.

• Accustomed to new modes of consumption: car sharing, rent 
and ride bikes, OLX, pick up point…

Middle class Employed Connected
40%

84%

37%

21%

33%

9%

54%

95%

50%

27%

44%

21%

18-44 y.o.

Have a
smartphone

Middle class

Provident
families

Finance a life
event

Home
automation…

11,5 %
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Projects over the next 2 years
.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur
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74%

56%

19% 19%

4%

18% 21%

49%

16%

30%

11% 9%

60%

16%

35% 33%

4%

26%

86%

72%

28%
21%

8%

24%

32%

68%

25%

39%

17%
12%

72%

26%

41% 44%

3%

14%

Portugal (n=3011) Amazon (n=347)

Q75: Do you (or your household) plan to carry out one or more of the projects listed below in the next two years?

Q75B: This project requires a large amount of money, could a loan help you carry it out? 



Strategic 

Targets

Customer 

journey

[ The Brief ]

Be visible at home.

The Home ! That is where brands and retailers in all business segments are now

trying to win customers over. By being in the home of their customers, they make

sure they catch their attention, over a given period of time…and offer a relevant 

value proposition to turn it into a very appealing EXPERIENCE. 

Create intimacy

Rather than seeking an immediate sale, the aim is to be visible at all micro-moments 

of the consumer’s life. And that is how DIALOGUE creates an initial connection

between the consumer and the brand. Therefore, DIALOGUE is never far from

SUPRISE and IMMERSION. 

Client

Innovation

Service 

Centric

DriversWhat else ?
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2016
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2017
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A personalized customer path based on the 

purchasing habits

[ The Brief ]

Smartphone are everywhere, 

and used as real Swiss knives.

Nowadays, products 

recommendation initially 

proposed by pure players is fully 

accessible, no matter the 

interaction point used with the 

client. To have a personalized 

shop, you have to endow it with 

the same analytical tools as the 

pure players. A better 

knowledge of the traffic allows to 

optimize merchandising and 

personalize communication at 

the point of sale.

Scan the real 

world

A personalized

promotion

Proof of presence

in store

Find the right 

product in store

Retail Summit 2018 – Village of Startups 14
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Syte is redefining online & in-store retail with next-generation

visual artificial intelligence. Syte mission is to curate a user's

personal shopping experience, making every inspiration in their

world immediately discoverable and shoppable, from any

platform.

Using object recognition and deep learning, Syte assist enables

retailers with image recognition solutions from a camera button

to image to text technology, in order to create a more engaged,

interactive omnichannel experience.

Capitalize on image analysis with Syte

« You want to refresh your wardrobes but you lack

imagination and ideas. Download a picture of your

favourite model on your computer or app and let the magic

happen. Picture is analysed and cut in shoppable item.

You just need to browse them in order to buy

Disruptive experience Achievement Image computation
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Syte – 105 Alenby st., Tel Aviv 6513445, Israel

www.syte.ai

Lihi Pinto Fryman

CMO & Co-founder

lihi@syte-vc.com

+972 58 6307748

THE ANSWER REFERENCES
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Retency is the first Data Management Platform of the physical

world, EU-compliant indoor/outdoor.

Retency provides traditional media and retailers advanced

marketing and advertising technologies to optimize campaign

efficiency and create seamless off-line/on-line services.

Retency technology is plug and play, multi-sensor, agile and

seamless.

Transpose digital KPIs into the physical world

16

« In less than 3 years, Retency has become a leading

company specialized in the treatment of individual data, as

geolocalisation, indoor et outdoor »

Enhancement Drive-to-Store Tracking and customer analysis
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RETENCY – 152 boulevard Haussmann, 75008 Paris, France

www.retency.com

Maxence Bataille

Sales Manager

mbataille@retency.com

+33 6 64 40 26 65

THE ANSWER REFERENCES
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With QOPIUS, retail actors now get the powerful tools they

need to survive the current AI revolution. Their solution

presents an easy and efficient way to digitize the retail

industry and monitor shelves anywhere at any time.

Automatic analysis in the trading area allows to follow in real

time the shelf evolution tracked by Qopius Artificial

intelligence.

Master your merchandising

« The day is starting really well with an important rush at

the supermarket, you need to have a look regularly on the

stocks »

Artificial intelligence Ease Store management
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Qopius –32 Rue de Paradis, Paris, 75010, France

www.qopius.com

Antonin Bertin

Co-founder

bertin@qopius.com

+33645655482

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES
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We are offering a new gesture for a new experience.

Just TAP your smartphone on our POP and immediately get all the pertinent

services related to the place where POP is located, with no personal data to

share.

Stick our hardware POP on any object (restaurant table, seat..)

and design your own connected object to provide pertinent

services.

18

« Engage your audience with a simple TAP!

The apps overflow and the e-privacy call for a new

approach.

ttelgl the pertinent services related to the place where

POP is located with no personal data to share! »

Proof Of Presence E-Privacy Engagement
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Pop’n link – 1 avenue de Champfleury 69410 Champagne-

au-Mont-d’Or FRANCE  popandlink.com

Eric BENREY

CEO

eric@popandlink.com

+33 6 79 34 27 43

REFERENCES
THE ANSWER 

The easiest proof of presence to access to contextual features
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Is the consumer ready ?
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[ The Brief ]

Among the most active sectors in internet, fashion and

appliances are compatible. Those two sectors represent

46% and 30% of the web acquisitions of the last 12

months. With a closer look on the digital practices of the

Radio Popular customers, this one is quite flexible with

ROPO or Showrooming practices. Retailers no longer have

choices : O2O is now expected.



The Internet is mainly used for purchasing fashion, tourism, culture 

and electronical products

.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

46%

38%

33%
30%

18% 18%

7%

3%

8%

ONLINE PURCHASES

Portuguese base: 3011

Q13: Over the last 12 months, have you purchased any of the following (goods or services) online?

46% of the online purchases made over the last 12 months by the Portuguese regard fashion

Retail Summit 2018 – Village of Startups 20|  05/07/2018   |
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New purchasing journeys of Radio Popular customers
.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

19%
(vs. 16%)

use a 

home delivery service 

for their food shop

15%
(vs. 9%)

use a 

click and collect service 

for their non-food

products purchases

8%
(vs. 5%)

use a 

click and collect service

for their food shop

41%
(vs. 33%)

look-up info on a product/service 

online before purchasing it in store 

(ROPO)

40%
(vs. 31%)

look-up info on a product/service 

in store before purchasing it online

(showrooming)

18%
(vs. 16%)

use a 

"pick up point“ for their 

non-food products purchases

Q35: Amongst the following practices, specify all of which you have carried out at least once over the last 12 months.

Portuguese base: 3011

19% of Radio Popular customers use a home delivery service for their food shop
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Strategic 

Targets

Customer 

journey

Client

Innovation

Service 

Centric

Drivers

[ The Brief ]

The perfect customer journey.

By designing a fluid and personalized path to purchase that greatly simplifies 

consumer’s decisions, the brand reduces the risk of clients constantly

checking prices with those of the competitors. 

Moreover, by showing people out-of-the ordinary places with this range 

extension service, brands are more than just selling. 

What else ?
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2017
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2015
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2015
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On the GO payment, where simple transaction 

outperformed

[ The Brief ]

Conversational commerce is often 

combined with chatbot 

technologies, an obvious way of 

pursuing a real-time, user-centric 

customer relationship. 

Recommendations or advices can 

also be augmented by the 

community. Therefore, it’s about 

emotionally engaging our 

customers over the long term and 

offering them other services, 

sometimes also focused on the 

common good. 

Guarantee the 

transfer of 

responsibility

Offer your 

customers the 

most suitable 

products

Soyooz

A micro-gift for good 

causes! 
Micro don

Queueing is over

Retail Summit 2018 – Village of Startups 26
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Reembody the salesperson

27

We live a paradox : on the web or in stores, there are more

and more products, but less and less salesmen, if at all on

the web. Customers are helpless and lost, not knowing

what to choose. Brands and retailers must help theirs

customers to choose the best product with confidence.

choices undermine consumer decisions. Glaze is the first

technology that gives marketing teams an unparalleled

level of agility to solve that problem on their own - no need

Achievement
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Soyooz - 106 Avenue Pierre de Coubertin - 53000 Laval, 

France    www.soyooz.com

Olivier Pistiaux

CEO
olivier@soyooz.com

+33 (0)6 51 04 77 28

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES

Seamless shopping 

experience
Artificial Intelligence

Whatever the product or service, Soyooz helps customers to express their

needs via a short questionnaire, based on expected needs/tastes/uses,

away from technical criteria.

Instantly, Soyooz provides customers with the perfect match and justifies the

recommendation.

In addition, thanks to the analysis of your customers expressed needs,

Soyooz reveals trends and allows you to adjust your offering.
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Ownest is a blockchain solution to transfer ownership in supply chains. It

allows real-time visualization of the responsibility owner of any physical good

on entire networks. There is always an identified responsible for every single

good.

By using the Ownest app to transfer goods, companies end all expenses

linked to item loss, instantly. Their supply chains even collects certified data

from the field for them, to have real-time transparency and increase efficiency.

To this day, Ownest has received several awards and works with big

companies.

Empower actors in your Supply Chain

28

«Because of all the goods lost during transportation, low

efficiency and lack of transparency, your supply chains are

costing you way more money than they really should.

You have tried hardware trackers to solve it, but it is

expensive and often unreliable.»

Blockchain Supply Chain Responsibility
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Ownest – 32 rue du paradis, 75010 Paris, France

www.ownest.io

Clément Bergé-lefranc

CEO

clement@ownest.io

+33 6 84 59 58 59

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES

Ownership
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The idea for MishiPay was originally conceived in 2015 when Mustafa

Khanwala, Co-founder and CEO, waited in a queue at a supermarket for 20

mins, just to buy a can of soda. Frustrated, he thought that there has to be a

better way to do this, for both stores and their customers; and thus, the

journey began for the English startup. Today, MishiPay is working with brands,

retailers or banks as The Dandy Lab, Cisco, Deloitte Digital, Nedap and

Galeries Lafayette.

Queueing is officially over !

29

As a consumer, I don’t like to wait anymore ! How can we 

allow shoppers to pick up an item, scan the barcode with 

their phone, pay with the phone and simply walk out of the 

door with it ? If they try to steal, don’t worry : the patent-

pending technology immediately catches them and sounds 

the alarm.

Contactless payment Experience In store experience
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Mishipay – Kadubeesanahalli, Bengaluru, Karnataka 

560103, Inde www.mishipay.com

Mustafa Khanwala

Co Founder and CEO

mustafa@mishipay.com 

+44 (0)7 427 477 131

THE ANSWER REFERENCES
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L'ARRONDI is a solidarity program directly embedded in electronic

payment terminal, implemented in French shops allowing their

customers to ask for a round-up when paying their groceries....The

micro-donation made is given to a local NGO. L’ARRONDI offers a

new way to give every day, it’s painless, simple and transparent.

Generosity in the day to day transactions with L’ARRONDI

30

« Organizations have difficulties to renew their donors and to 

build commitment to a new audience, especially the younger 

ones. Innovation in fundraising is essential, especially with this 

context of economic and social crisis. It is urgent to help the 

solidarity sector to mobilize new donors, renew volunteering, 

educate the younger generation to citizen action and diversify 

their resources. »

Solidarity Payment Retail

MicroDON - 170 rue Raymond Losserand, 75014 Paris

www.microdon.org

Olivier Cueille

CEO

olivier@microdon.org

+33 6 13 38 20 45

THE ANSWER 
REFERENCES

Experience
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Is the consumer ready ?
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[ The Brief ]

Equipped with smartphones, the Intermarché’s customers

might be sensible to pay on the go in the rush hours. Online 

purchasing behaviour, such as the Portuguese population, 

offers good progress expectations for the futur : they are 

shopping online 3 to 6 times per year. New vocals interfaces 

will it be adopted by this clientele ? And for the physical point 

of sale, they must continue to propose differential services, 

combining digital practices and emotions.



84%
have a smartphone

Digital equipment of the Portuguese

54%
have a tablet

25%
have a mobile phone 

(other than smartphone) 

.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

Q12: Which of the following appliances do you own?

84% of Portuguese have a smartphone

9%
have home automation 

equipment (smart-home, 

alarm systems…)

8%
have a smartwatch

4%
have a health tracker 

(fitband, etc.)

89%
have a desktop or 

laptop computer

** Low level (less than 30)

Portuguese base: 3011

0.4**

%
are not 

equipped
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Most of the Intermarché costumers are nonetheless erratic 

online shoppers

80%
(vs. 78%)

of Intermarché customers have 

made an online purchase over 

the last 12 months

.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

Little interest in 
online purchasing, 

use internet mainly 
for research and 

communication

Profiles having 
acquired digital 

knowledge, still 
learning new 

elements   

Digital natives or 
experts, demanding 

and challenging 
online precursors  

Pure Surfers
Erratic 

Shoppers
E-Shoppers

20%
(vs 22%) 

of consumers

69%
(vs 68%) 

of consumers

11%
(vs 10%) 

of consumers

42% of Intermarché customers purchasers make 3 to 6 online purchases a year

Portuguese base: 3011

Q13: Over the last 12 months, have you purchased any of the following (goods or services) online?

Q14: Over the last 12 months, on how many different websites (or apps) have you made a purchase?

Q15: How often do you make online purchases?

21%
24%

39%

16%
21% 22%

42%

15%

More than
once a
month

Once a
month

3 to 6
times a

year

Less

PURCHASE FREQUENCY

ONLINE PURCHASER BASE
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84%
(vs. 84%)

have a smartphone

Digital equipment of the customers 

59%
(vs. 54%)

have a tablet

26%
(vs. 25%)

have a mobile phone 

(other than smartphone) 

.

Access Panel Portugal 2017
Budget and consumption habits

© Echangeur

Q12: Which of the following appliances do you own?

84% of Intermarché customers have a smartphone

11%
(vs. 9%)

have home automation 

equipment (smart-home, 

alarm systems…)

8%
(vs 8%)

have a smartwatch

4%
(vs. 4%)

have a health tracker 

(fitband, etc.)

91%
(vs. 89%)

have a desktop or 
laptop computer

** Low level (less than 30)

Portuguese base: 3011

0%

(vs 0.4**%)
are not equipped
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Strategic 

Targets

Customer 

journey

Client

Innovation

Service 

Centric

[ The Brief ]

Meet around the product. 

By going beyond the promise of the product and service, the retail

chain enhances its relationship with the customer. Going beyond

usage creates a different type of bond, non-transational, which

foreshadows DAILY COACHING. A process of empowerment that

many players could legitimely offer to their customers. 

DriversWhat else ?
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2016
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2016
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Extract of the 

Innovate Service 

Centric Handbook

2017
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Others demo existing in the village

Real time 

translation

Vocal assistant 

from Amazon

Vocal assistant 

from Google
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Save the date

This conference will be followed by One2One meetings to keep up to date with startups!

As a reminder: during the event in 2017, 23 brands and 21 startups participated to one

of the 74 One2One of 45 minutes organised!
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ECHANGEUR CLUB + NEWSLETTER

Continuously master the impact of technological innovation and 
new uses in business

Stay in touch by receiving the latest news about services and 
technological innovation trends in regards to the new Customer 
relationship

➔ Unlimited access to the entire digital library of Echangeur 
(reports, use case, newsletter…)

➔ Expert guidance hotline

➔ Dedicated innovation meetings in Paris 
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+33 (0)1 58 61 92 92

+33 (0)6 30 92 94 95

nrousseau@echangeur.fr

CONTACT US NOW !

Nicolas ROUSSEAU
Sales Director

Echangeur

143 rue Anatole France

92300 Levallois Perret 

France


